KPro Study Group 2019 Round Table meeting
October 19, 2019, Noon to 5pm
President: Eduardo Alfonso, MD

“The Gray Zone; Between Boston KPro and OOKP”

Purpose: Define a bridge between MOOKP, Boston KPro and newer mesoplants
Site: Jose Berrocal Auditorium, Anne Bates Leach Eye Center, 900 NW 17 street, Miami, FL 33136.
Format: Round Table Discussion with panelist for case presentations

Topics:

1. Variations to Boston KPRO technique in specific cases Moderators: Juan Carlos Abad, Enrique Graue, James Chodosh
   a. Variations to Boston KPRO, What I do? (Juan Carlos Abad) (10 min)
   b. Case #1/Discussion 5 min+Discussion (Abad)
   c. Case #2/Discussion 5 min+Discussion (Hernandez/Loya Garcia)

2. What brings up the need for OOKP? Moderators: Geetha Iyer, Victor Perez, Ernesto Otero
   a. Decision Making in OCP patients: is Boston KPro type I a mistake? (Guillermo Amescua) 10 min
   b. Case #1/Discussion 5 min+Discussion (Perez)
   c. Case #2/Discussion 5 min+Discussion (de la Cruz)

3. OOKP in Europe/Asia vs OOKP in America Moderators: Ernesto Otero, Geetha Iyer, Juan Carlos Serna
   a. Latina American Experience of MOOKP, Ernesto Otero, 10 Min
   b. India Experience of MOOKP, Geetha Iyer, 10 min
   c. Australian Experience of MOOKP, Garcerant Congote, 10 min
   d. Discussion 5 min

4. How to bridge the Gap between Boston KPro and MOOKP? Moderators: James Chodosh, Soledad Cortina, Juan Carlos Serna
   a. The Lux Keratoprosthesis for End-Stage Cicatrical Corneal Blindness (10 min) Shaunak K. Bakshi, John Graney, Eleftherios Paschalis, PhD, Shweta Agarwal, Sayan Basu, Geetha Iyer, Christopher Liu, Bhaskar Srinivasan, James Chodosh
   b. Case #1/Discussion 5 min + Discussion (Congote)
   c. Case #2/Discussion 5 min + Discussion (Chodosh)

5. Materials in artificial corneas/keratoprosthesis, Moderators: Jose de la Cruz, Jean Marie Parel, Joseph Ciolino
   a. Crosslinking in Keratoprosthesis, Joseph Ciolino, 10 min
   b. Expanded PTFE (ePTFE) scaffolds for biointegration in the cornea, Anuraag Singh, Gopalan Balaji, Thomas Schmiedel, 10 min
   c. Retinas in KPro and OOKP, how to approach surgically, Nina Berrocal, 10 min
   d. New tools to decrease the need for therapeutic grafts in severe infectious keratitis, Jamie Martinez, MD, 10 min
   e. New Perspective in Glaucoma Treatment in KPro and MOOKP - Richard Lee / Peter Chang / Luiz Vazquez/, 10 min

   a. Gore mesoplast, Anuraag Singh et al / Esen Akpek, 10 min
   b. Corneat KPro, Almog Aley-Raz, 10 min
   c. Keraklear mesoplast, Victor Perez / Juan Vargas, 10 min
   d. BPEI mesoplast, Alfonso Sabater, 10 min
   e. Patient vision: are all KPro the same? Heather Durkee MSBME, PhD student, 10 min

Organized by:
Jose de la Cruz, Guillermo Amescua, Eduardo Alfonso, Jean-Marie Parel